Tens of thousands of families in Miami-Dade County living in abject poverty struggle to keep a roof over their head. Thousands more teetering on the brink of poverty are discriminated against daily in the workplace and cannot afford an attorney. Many more are wrongfully denied disability and Medicaid benefits. The number of inequities within our community is staggering; every situation is unique and involves potential dire consequences to real people.

It is ironic that the United States, the country with the world’s highest concentration of lawyers, has one of the least adequate systems of legal assistance. The poor in Miami-Dade County rarely have a safety net, so their legal needs take on a special urgency. This is exacerbated by today’s economic climate. Thankfully, organizations like Legal Services of Greater Miami, Inc. (“LSGMI”) exist. LSGMI addresses these injustices by providing the poor in our community with effective advocates to assist them with their legal issues.

As the economy continues to slide, those requiring LSGMI’s services have reached record highs. In the first 4 months of 2010, unemployment compensation cases increased by 19%; consumer cases by 48%; and mortgage foreclosure cases by 160%. Unfortunately, many of LSGMI’s traditional funding sources have declined and, in certain circumstances, been eliminated.

Fortunately, members of the legal and business community and the community at-large have helped make up the deficit by supporting LSGMI’s “Together, We Must” Campaign for Justice. Through the generosity of many, the Campaign has raised over $850,000.00 in gifts and pledges to date enabling LSGMI to increase its attorney staff by 10%. Great strides have been made but there is still work to be done in ensuring that our community’s poor are adequately represented and provided a voice. As the need for free legal services in our community continues to escalate, the money raised through the Campaign allows LSGMI to continue its mission of providing equal justice under the law.

Our heartfelt thanks to each of you who have supported our Campaign. For those of you, who have not yet done so, please join us in making a gift to the Campaign and helping the poor in our community. For more information about Legal Services of Greater Miami, Inc. and the “Together, We Must” Campaign, visit our website at www.lsgmi.org.

Sincerely,

Garrett J. Biondo
President, LSGMI Board of Directors

Legal Services of Greater Miami, Inc.
3000 Biscayne Boulevard, Suite 500 • Miami, Florida 33137-4129
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Legal Services of Greater Miami, Inc. and the
“Together, We Must” Campaign for Justice extend
HEARTFELT THANKS
To all of our generous 2009-2010 Donors

Leadership Circle

Diamond
Stearns, Cruchley LLP (Cy Pres) • Kozyak Tropin Throckmorton (Cy Pres)

Platinum

Akerman Senterfitt • Carlton Fields • Greenberg Traurig • Holland & Knight LLP • Kenny Nachwalt, P.A.
Robert Pinkert • The Haggard Law Firm P.A. • The Law Offices of Robert L. Parks

Gold
Berger Singerman • Hunton & Williams • White & Case LLP

Silver

Adorno & Yoss • Baker & McKenzie LLP • Coffey Burlington LLP • Colson Hicks Eidson • Gunster Yoakley & Stewart, P.A.
In Memory of Frances and Louis M. Jepeway • McDermott, Will & Emery LLP • Richman Greer, P.A.
Robert Murphy, Law Office of Robert W. Murphy (Cy Pres) • Ross & Girten • Ruden McCloskey Smith Schuster & Russell, P.A.
The Biondo Law Firm, P.A.
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Grossman Roth, P.A. • Hogan & Hartson • Hughes Hubbard & Reed LLP • Kaufman, Rossin & Co. • Lance A. Harke, P.A.
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Shook Hardy & Bacon LLP • Squire, Sanders & Dempsey LLP • SunTrust • Tracy Nichols & Gerald Sanchez
Trigram GC In Honor Of Marcia K. Cypen

Chesterfield Smith Society for Equal Justice

Guardians
Cypen & Cypen • Elliott Manning • Freidin & Dobrinbros • Gold, Chavez & Gold, P.A. • Miami-Dade Justice Association, Inc.
Parker D. Thomson • Patricia A. Redmond • Ryder Charitable Foundation • The James Street Group • Thomas R. Julin
Vera Cash Foundation, Inc.
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Ted Aronowitz • Julie Azuaje • Rodney H. Bell • Boies, Schiller and Flexner LLP • Burger King Corporation • Jennifer & Matthew Buttrick

Pantropic Power Products • Allie H. Fennie • Joaquin Perez • Joel S. Perwin • Biderock & Biderock • Judge Catherine Ravinski
Salvatore A. Faso • Nancy Flint • Charles J. Foschini • Jeff and Mei Sze Green Foundation • Roberto Hernandez • Maris & Isaac Leibowitz
Gisela M. Munoz • Northern Trust • Darrell Payne • Preferred Composite Services, Inc. • Craig V. Rasile • Judge Steven D. Robinson • Stanley Rosenblatt
Stephen F. Rosenthal • Sanford Barrows Group, LLC • Seitin • South Florida Association of Legal Administrators • Judge Patricia A. Seitz
Matthew J. Sithkowski, Jr. • Bradley H. Stein • Mark A. Sylvester • Taylor Jonovic • TCBA Westson Rice LLP • TD Bank • The Bluntzer Group
The Martinez Family Fund • Donald C. Tyler • Margaret F. Zehren

Trendsetters
William Adams • Alters Brown Brown Bash & Culmo • Fatima Ashraf • Luis Botas • Raoul G. Cantero • Jose A. Casal • Nancy Ciampa • Deelh & Carlson PA
Sharon Q. Dixon • Manuel L. Dobrinbros • Deborah J. Gander • In Memory of Martha Colson • Ann & Carl Ghattas • Libby Herrera-Navarrete
Hicks Porter Ebenstein & Stein P.A. • Eric H. Kablin • Robert J. Karsys • In Honor of Janet McAliley • Law Offices of Barry L. Meadow P.L. • Littler Mendelson
McGrane Nosich & Ganz PA • Pablo Meles • Mellon Bank • Richard Montes de Oca • Murai Wald Biondo & Moreno PA • David Newman • Gary Palmer
Pantropic Power Products • Allie H. Fennie • Joaquin Perez • Joel S. Perwin • Biderock & Biderock • Judge Catherine Ravinski
Reliance Medical Wholesale • Richard S. Gendler & Associates P.A. • Vinson Richter • Cristina Rodriguez • Bruce S. Bogow • Stephen F. Rossman
Rossmann Baumberger & Rebos • Jeffrey Shore • Simon & Bockisch • H.T. Smith • Steven Sonberg • Brian F. Specter
John J. Spiegel • Marc J. Sternbaum • Stewart Tidgman • Fox & Blanch • The Spatz Law Firm • Luis Vacanti • Brenton Ver Plough • Ver Plough & Lumpkin
Vertext Florida Reporting • Alchibal C. Watts-Fitzgerald • Richard Warren • Nina Williams • Sally H. Wine

Friends
Patricia Acosta • Fernando Alonso • Alexander Angueira • Mark Baglin • Elizabeth S. Baker • Miranda-Lin Bailey • John M. Barkett • Joel M. Barnett
Berman Rennert Vogel & Mandler, P.A. • Michael D. Birmholz • David E. Block • Bambi G. Blum • Richard Brodsky • Judge Stephen Knoll • Phyllis Carlin • Lindsay Cohen
Carlos Colon-Machargo • Manuel L. Crespo • Samuel A. Drotos • Krista D'Ascola • Kathy R. Decker • John J. Delonardo Jr. • Thomas Dillon • David Draysh
Richard M. Dunn • Kenneth C. Ellis • Lewis B. Freeman • William P. Geraghty • Robert A. Ginsburg • Evan Goldenberg • Stephen J. Golembes • Jordi Guso
Gwen S. Cherry Black Women Lawyers Association, Inc. • Haitian Lawyers Association • Michael A. Hansman • Timothy D. Henkel • Elizabeth Hollander • Lauren Hunt
Sangerv Jaiavana • Kelley Janitorial Systems • Kevin Kennally • Charles C. Kim • George McClear • Victor Mendoza • Jeff Millim • Rene Morial • Philip Parrish
Matthew Pereira • Sheldon Phillips • Nozuo J. Pravata • James Robinson • Danis Rock • Remedios Rodriguez • In Memory of Isabella Alexandra Rodriguez • Brian Roffman
Richard M. Dunn • Kenneth C. Ellis • Lewis B. Freeman • William P. Geraghty • Robert A. Ginsburg • Evan Goldenberg • Stephen J. Golembes • Jordi Guso
Gwen S. Cherry Black Women Lawyers Association, Inc. • Haitian Lawyers Association • Michael A. Hansman • Timothy D. Henkel • Elizabeth Hollander • Lauren Hunt
Sangerv Jaiavana • Kelley Janitorial Systems • Kevin Kennally • Charles C. Kim • George McClear • Victor Mendoza • Jeff Millim • Rene Morial • Philip Parrish
Matthew Pereira • Sheldon Phillips • Nozuo J. Pravata • James Robinson • Danis Rock • Remedios Rodriguez • In Memory of Isabella Alexandra Rodriguez • Brian Roffman
Elizabeth Schwabedissen • Brenda B. Shapiro • In Honor of Darrell Payne • Harris J. Siskind • C. Ryan Reetz • Marty Shiefkin • K. Gary Tolle, III • Leonel Turkel
Steven & Elizabeth Vainner • In Memory of Anthony Litterello • Carlos Viana • Susan B. Worth • Richard M. Whitebrook • Joshua Young

Friends of Equal Justice
Howard Adler • Anonymous • Anonymous • In Honor of Darrell Payne • Maria J. Bergstrom • Robert Behar • Barbara Bixo • Mark Burchbinder • Carlos Canino • Norman A. Coll
Sara Courtney-Baiger • Ted C. Friedman • Robert Dudy • Alana C. Dusent • Felipe E. Diez • Robert Doerner • Cynthia A. Everett, P.A. • Linda Fieldstone • Joan Figueras
Dianne O. Fisher • Robert J. Friedman • Carmen J. Fuente • Ricardo Gantikis • Geszel Family Foundation • Randy S. Ginsberg • Amelia Gould • Jay Green
Valerie Greenberg • In Honor of David Snedman’s graduation • Paul J. Hehir • Lucinda A. Hofmann • Andrea Honore • Frank A. Howard Jr. • In Memory of Duane Anderson
Jamie Innis • Amanda Jacobs • Jonathan M. Jaffe • Judge Sandy Karlan • In Memory of Earlele Weinfeld • Bruce Katz • Patricia M. Kennedy • Marilyn Robin
Roxanne H. Lanecho • Stephanie Leb • Brian Linney • Stacey Lieberman • Bennett M. Lifter • Carlos Martin • Richard S. Masington • In Honor of Scott Masington • Carrie Meek
Leonard Meyer • Carol J. Miller • Judge Bronwyn Miller • Beth A. Moon • Jane Moscovitz • Adrian Neuman • Judge Peter R. Palmero • Gail W. Payne • In Honor of Darrell Payne
Brian Probst • R. F. Perlman • Dr. Brad Richter • Sharon Q. Dixon • Judge Stephen Knoll • Phyllis Carlin • Lindsay Cohen
Carlos Colon-Machargo • Manuel L. Crespo • Samuel A. Drotos • Krista D'Ascola • Kathy R. Decker • John J. Delonardo Jr. • Thomas Dillon • David Draysh
Richard M. Dunn • Kenneth C. Ellis • Lewis B. Freeman • William P. Geraghty • Robert A. Ginsburg • Evan Goldenberg • Stephen J. Golembes • Jordi Guso
Gwen S. Cherry Black Women Lawyers Association, Inc. • Haitian Lawyers Association • Michael A. Hansman • Timothy D. Henkel • Elizabeth Hollander • Lauren Hunt
Sangerv Jaiavana • Kelley Janitorial Systems • Kevin Kennally • Charles C. Kim • George McClear • Victor Mendoza • Jeff Millim • Rene Morial • Philip Parrish
Matthew Pereira • Sheldon Phillips • Nozuo J. Pravata • James Robinson • Danis Rock • Remedios Rodriguez • In Memory of Isabella Alexandra Rodriguez • Brian Roffman
Richard M. Dunn • Kenneth C. Ellis • Lewis B. Freeman • William P. Geraghty • Robert A. Ginsburg • Evan Goldenberg • Stephen J. Golembes • Jordi Guso
Gwen S. Cherry Black Women Lawyers Association, Inc. • Haitian Lawyers Association • Michael A. Hansman • Timothy D. Henkel • Elizabeth Hollander • Lauren Hunt
Sangerv Jaiavana • Kelley Janitorial Systems • Kevin Kennally • Charles C. Kim • George McClear • Victor Mendoza • Jeff Millim • Rene Morial • Philip Parrish
Matthew Pereira • Sheldon Phillips • Nozuo J. Pravata • James Robinson • Danis Rock • Remedios Rodriguez • In Memory of Isabella Alexandra Rodriguez • Brian Roffman

In-Kind Donors
Akerman Senterfitt • Cory Schnepfer • Costco Wholesale • Cuban American Bar Association • Cypen & Cypen • Daily Business Review • Duga • Eden Bsc
Elizabeth S. Baker • Enjoy the City • Esperia Express, Inc. • Hotel Victory • Hughes Hubbard & Reed • Jenny’s Flowers • Marky’s • Miami-Dade Justice Association, Inc.
Murai Wald Biondo Moreno & Brochin, P.A. • New World Symphony • Royal Caribbean Cruises Ltd. • Southern Wine and Spirits • Stearns Weaver Miller • Steen & Hoy

All we have the power to make a difference!
And, Because of You, We Can.